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ABSTRACT 
lluring settlement, planktonic larvae may actively select habitats, they may 

be passively deposited onto the seabed, or both processes may apply, but for 
different spatial or temporal scales or for different flow regimes. Proposing 
realistic settlement sceneries involving both passive deposition and active 
habitat selection can profit from~ priori analyses of near-bed flow 
cha racte ri stic s relative to known aspects of larva 1 biology (i.e., swim speeds 
and fall ve 1 oci ties) • Toward this end, smooth-turbulent ve 1 oci ty profi 1 es .were 
calculated for everyday tidal flows at a shallow subtidal study site, where 
continuous near-bed flow measurements were available. Velocity profiles were 
constructed for a realistic range of flow conditions. Rough-turbulent flow 
profiles also were calculated, assuming ·storm waves periodically are sufficient 
to resuspend sediments and make a rippled seabed. Under most flow conditions 
analyzed, mean flow speeds exceed maximum larval swim speeds, even to within 
tenths of millimeters from. the bed. In the smooth-turbulent flows, larvae 
generally would encounter no opposed velocity if they swam vertically in the 
viscous sublayer, to heights of about 0.25-cm above the bed. In rough-turbulent 
flows, eddies regularly penetrate to within tenths of millimeters of the bed, so 
larvae would experience eddy velocities with components in all directions very 
close to the bed. It is concluded that, at least at this study site, larvae 
probably do not search for preferred habitats by horizontal swinming. Larvae 
may swim vertically down to test the substrate and then swim vertically up to be 
advected downstream. However, it also is noted that measured larval swim speeds 
and fall velocities are about the same order-of-magnitude, so at best, larvae 
may only be able to maintain position when swinming vertically. 

INTRODUCTION 

In temperate latitudes, most infaunal organisms have planktonic larvae that 

eventually settle onto the seabed and become benthic adults. Larval settlement 

sites may be actively selected by larvae, larvae may be passively deposited onto 

the seabed, or both processes may operate but on different temporal or spatial 

scales. There is support in the literature for both active selection and 

passive deposition; however, hYdrodynamical conditions in the field that may 

permit either process have not been determined. In the present study, some 

realistic bottom boundary-layer flow profiles are constructed, based on physical 

measurements from a specific field study site. Characteri sties of the flow 
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v~rj clos~ to (i.e., ..s_ millimet~rs of) the seabed are analtzed relative to 

v~rtin~nt asf)~C~s of larval bioloyy (e.':J., measured swim speeds and fall 

v~locities). Uased on these results, insight can be gained regarding flow 

vrofil~s that would permit active selection and flow profiles where larvae would 

oe adv~ct~d and deposited like passive particles. In addition, results of the 

n~..tr-oed flow analysis indicate how the larvae may actually move between habitats 

in che field, thereby suggesting reasonable selection mechanisms for future study. 

Accive nabitat selection by a variety of soft-sediment invertebrate larvae 

and ro1eiofauna has been demonstrated at very small spatial scales (millimeters to 

centim~tersl in still-water laboratory experiments (e.g., see reviews by Meadows 

and Cdlllpbell, 1972; Scheltema, 1974; Strathmann, 1978). Active selection also 

is stron!JlY suy!}ested from results of field experiments (e.g., Oliver, 1979; 

l'lilliams, 1900; Gallagher et al., 1983) conducted at larger spatial scales (tens 

of centi111et~rs to 20 meters). Experiments performed in controlled laboratory 

flow reyimes that mimic specific field environments are required, however, to 

det~n.1ine hydroaynamic conditions that would permit active selection in the 

field and to specify the spatial scales involved. 

~t-~ecific m~chanisms whereby larvae perceive information about available 

haoitats anu then select a particular location for settlement are poorly 

unuerstood and are primarily speculative for soft-substrate invertebrates (but 

see Crisp's [1974] and Burke's [1983] reviews of the hard-substrate literature 

on this tovic). Observations of some larval species during settlement in still 

wa~r indicate that the organisms must contact a surface to perceive a specific 

cu~ (e.~ •• wilson, 1968; Caldwell, 1972; Cameron and Hinegardner, 1974; 

tcKelbarger, 1977) and, more recently, Suer and Phillips (1983) demonstrated 

tllat th~ chemical factor promoting metamorphosis of their soft-substrate study 

organism was effective only if it was absorbed onto a solid surface. Thus, the 

"tactile chemical sense," coined by Crisp and Meadows ( 1963) to describe the 

vrocess of chemoreception in barnacle cyprids, also may apply to the settlement 

of soft-substrate 1 arvae. Information on the way 1 arvae may move between 

potential habitats (i.e., by swimming, hopping, crawling, or by being passively 

distributed) durin!} selection in moving fluid is scant, being limited to some 

early observations of settling polychaete larvae (Whitlegge, 1890, cited in 

~ray, lY74; l'lilson, 1948, 1958; but see the quantitative work on barnacle 

cyvri ds bf Crisp, 1955; Crisp and Meadows, 1962). 

Until recently, only a handful of researchers (including Pratt, 1953; 

Ua!:J!:Jerman, 1953; Fager, 1964; Moore, 1975; Tyler and Banner, 1977) considered 

f)assive depositipn of larvae as a realistic alternative hypothesis to active 

selection. In recent experiments on the role of physical processes in sinking, 

settl e111ent and recruitment of 1 arval i nfauna or meiofauna, hydrodynamic null 
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hy~otheses generally could not be rejected. These studies showed that, from 

fluid-dynamical considerations, it is possible to account for patterns of 

certain organism distributions by passive accumulation (Eckman, 1979, 1983; 
ld'~ Ho~ue and Miller, 1Yti1), passive sinking (Hannan, 1984a, b) and passive 

rt:!sus~ension and transport (Palmer and Gust, 1985; but see also Grant, 1981). 
ts The rt:!SUlts stipulate that near-bed flow processes must be added to the list of 

dy. ~otential factors controlling the population dynamics of soft-sediment organisms. 

Active habitat selection and ~assive deposition need not be mutually 
t:!xclusive alternative hypotheses to account for patterns of larval settlement. 

For exdm~le, hydrodynamical processes may sort and distribute larvae over 
relatively large areas (meters to tens of kilometers) of the seabed, just as 
sec..tiu~ents arc sorted and distributed • .Then, once larvae have been initially 

de~osited in a ~articular sedimentary environment, they may redistribute at 
s1oaller spatial scales (mi 11 imeters to centimeters) by actively choosing a 
~referred microhabitat. A variety of other sceneries are possible where passive 
de~usition and active selection operate at different spatial or temporal 

scales. l:onsi derable iRsight into the plausibility of each scene rio can be 
oo~;aineu tllrough an analysis of velocity profiles that are likely to occur close 

to the seaoed in habitats where larvae settle. The mean flow speed at a given 
neight aoove the oed sets, for example, the required swim speed for a larva to 

effectively maneuver in a plane parallel to the mean flow and also sets the 
norizontdl distdncc a larva would be advected if only passive sinking occurred. 

In the ~resent study, near-bed velocity profiles are calculated for a 

specific soft-sedin~ent environment, where experiments with settling larvae have 
oeen conducted since 1980 (see Hannan, 1984a, b). Sufficient data on near-bed 

flows at this site arc available to pennit profile calculations for a realistic 

range of flow conditions. The resulting profiles are constrained by the 
assuulptions unt.lerlying the calculations (see PROFILE CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS), 

and thus, they may or may not convnonly occur at the study site. However, the 

iJrofi 1 es showu here are meant only to be i 11 ustrati ve. They represent a first 
atteml)t at gaining quantitative insight regarding the order-of-magnitude of flow 
speeds l)otentially encountered by a larva as it gets closer and closer to the 

seabed. In addition, these profiles can be modeled in a laboratory flume, 

.allowing exl)erimental tests of the hypotheses generated from this study. 

STUUY SITE AND FLOW MEASUREMENTS 

Study site description and surface circulation 
The field study site (Fig. 1), Station 35 (from Sanders et al ., 1980), is 

located in ~uzzards ~ay, Massachusetts (USA) in 15 m of water. Bottom sediments 
"' l)ril,larily. are medium sand (~5U-50UIIm), periodically overlain with a mud veneer. 
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fi~. 1. Map of Southeastern Massachusetts (from Sanders et al., 1980) showing 
location of duzzards day, on the western border of Cape Cod. The location of 
Station 3~ is indicated by an asterisk. 

:ianoers et al. (1!1&1) characterized the sediments as "moderately w~ll to poorly 
sorted," based on monthly samples of the top 4-cm of sediment for one year; 
seJi nlt!nt comiJOS iti on was 0. 5-6.7 percent yravel ( > 2 mm), 59-90 percent sand 

(ti3 ~o- 2 mm), and 10-37 percent mud (silt +clay, < 63 ~ml during this time. 
Pr~vious descri11tions of the surface circulation of Buzzards Bay have 

f)resumed that currents were primarily tidal (e.g., Redfield, 1953), but until 
recently (see below), few flow lfleasurements were made. Because the main axis of 

the bay is oriented northeast/southwest (see Fig. 1), tidal currents generally 
ar~ oriented alon~ this axis. In some areas of the bay, however, there is a 
sliyht tendency for a counterclockwise gyre in the surface circulation of 
dulzaras ~ay. Surface tidal currents yenerally are weak, rarely exceeding 

50 em/sec, and are slightly stronger and of longer duration during the flood 
tnan ourin~ the eoo tide. 

uurin~ tne summer, when larvae are settling, the prevailing winds are from 
the southwest as a result of the Bermuda high-pressure system lying to the 
southeast of Cape Cod. Winds are strongest in the afternoon, when local 
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s~a~r~ezes au~ment the pr~vailing southwesterly winds. At Station 35, winds 

fro111 ttl~ southwest ~xperienc~ the longest fetch, so local seas at the study site 

can reacn h~ights of l-1.2 m in 2-3 hrs. However, under these non-storm 
conoitions, locally generated wind waves in the bay are fetch-limited to- 4 sec 

and rarely ~enetrate to the bottom at the study site. The entire bay generally 
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Fi~. 2. Plots of the east-west and north-south components to the near-bottom 
currents (U.S~ above the bed) and near-bottom pressure at Station 35 during a 
larvae ~xperiment (s~e Hannan, l984a, b) from 7!23!82 through 7/27/82. The 
values plotted are edited one-hour averages during the interval. 



is vt!rtically stratified during the summer (Rosenfeld et al., 1984) due to 

surfd<.:t! t1eatin~. Llecause of variations in bottom topography, relatively cold 

Wdtt!r can ~ersist at depth in the south and southwestern portions of the bay; 

this cross-bay temperature ~radient may result in weak density-driven flows 

durin~ the summer (w.D. Grant, personal communication). 

•~t!dr-bottom flow r;Jeasurernents 

uurin~ larvde ex~eriments by the author in the summer of 1982 (see Hannan, 

1~d4a, o), Ur. Uradford Butman (U.S. Geological Survey, Woods Hole) deployed a 

bottouH•roore<.J tripod instru111ent system to continuously measure near-bottom 

flows. The tripod system (described in Butman and Folger, 1979) has instruments 

tor hledsurin~ currt!nt sf)eed and dirt!Ction, pressure, light transmission 
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Fi::J. 3. Plots of near-bottom water temperate (·c), current speed (0.5-m above 
tne oelll and pressure standard deviation ("PSDEV") at Station 35 during a larvae 
experiment (see Hannan, 1984a, b) from 7!23!82 through 7/27/82. The values 
plotted drt! edited one-hour averayes during the interval. 
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Fi~. 4. Flow speed-frequency histograms for currents measured 1.0-m above the 
bottold at Stdtion 35 during five different intervals when larvae experiments 
were conducted (see Hdnnan, 1984a, b). Intervals are identified on the graphs 
Di the ddte that they ended; interval durat.fon, in days, also is shown. 
Average values for the edited "burst" measurements are plotted for all 
intervals except 7/27/82, where measurements taken at the midpoint of the 
3.75-min intervals are f)lotted. 
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and te111perature, and also is equipped with a camera that takes bottom 

fliiOtO\IrdtJhs. Sa von ius rotors for measuring current speed are 1 oca ted 0. 5- and 

1. -m above the seabed; small vanes are mounted below each rotor for sensing 

current direction. Currents and pressure were sampled in two ways (see Butman 

and Fol\jer, 1979); an average measurement was made over a 3.75-min interval and 

a "ourst" of tneasurements were taken in the middle of this interval (24 burst 

measurements were taken_at 2-sec intervals). The current speed and pressure 

111~asurer•~nts reported hen! usually are from the 3. 75-min averages and the 

currem; di n!Ctions are from the burst samples. Light transmission and 

ternverature were sampled only at the midpoint of each 3. 75-min interval. Bottom 

photo!)raphs were taken every hour. 

The near-bed flow r.~easurements indicate that bottom flows at Station 35 are 

f)rimarily tidally driven (Fi!J. 2). The semidiurnal periodicity typical of tides 

at this latitude can be seen in the pressure record. As with the surface 

currents, the flows are oriented primarily north-south and there fs little flow 

east-west, indicatin!J that the tidal flows traverse approximately the long axis 

of ~uzzards ~ay (see Fiy. 1), at least near the ~oast where flows are polarized 

Di the shore. 

Near-oottom current speed oscillates between approximately a minimum and 

rnaximurn value twice daily (Fig. 3), as expected for these tidally driven flows. 

However, because other physical phenomena (e.g., density-driven and wind-driven 

currents) also contribute to the flows, current speeds do not always go to zero 

anu the curves are not smooth. Periodically, surface storm activity was 

detected. in the near-4lottom flows at Station 35 (e.g., see peak in PSDEV on 

7/t.':j/tU. in Fiy. 3); such strong surface winds cause the regularly oscillating 

tidal flows to deviate substantially. l~ear-4lottom water temperature varied 

1 ittle un the short-term, but gradually cooled about 5"c between 7/27/82 and 

9/22/'d4 (Hannan, 19B4b). Flow speed 1.0-m above the bed varied between zero and 

a t.Jaxir.Jur.l of a em/sec during the SUIIIller and early fall of 1982 (Fig. 4); 

however, usually only a maximum of 16 em/sec was reached. 

LJC:Ntt<J\L ut::>UUPTIUN uF l:lUUNDARY -LAYER FLOWS OVER SOFT SEDIMENTS 

As water flows over the seabed, a region of shear (the slope of the velocity 

tJrofi le, du/dz, where u = the horizontal velocity component and z = the 

perpendicular distance from the surface; refer to Fig. 5) develops as a result 

of the retardin\j effect of the boundary on the flow. This region of shear near 

the bed is referred to as a "boundary layer". The mean velocity profile is 

constrained by conditions at each end of the boundary layer: u = 0 at z = 0 

(the "no-slip" condition at the boundary) and u = U (the free-stream velocity at 

z = ol lthe boundary-layer thickness) (see Fig. 5). The shape of the velocity 

·.~~ 
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Lo<r deficit layer 

z 

Loo layer 

Viscous subla r 
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Fi:;~. 5. Dia\:lraut of a turbulent bottom boundary layer plotted on a linear scale 
fur oot.it axl:!s, showin\:1 the relative positions of the viscous sublayer, the log 
lat~r. ·and· the loll-deficit layer. 

iJI"VfiJe varil:!s dt!f)endin\:1 on flow prvperties (e.g., the flow Reynolds number, the 

back\:lround turuulence, and accell:!rations), fluid properties (e.g,, stratification 

in.Juc~J bt tl:!lol~Jeroture, salinity, and suspended sediments) and boundary 

cnarac~ristics (e.:;~., the bed roughness and the cohesiveness of sediments). 

Tht! boundarj-layer thickness depends on the boundary shear stress and inversely 

on the forcin\:1 frequency for the flow, r:.~/ a, where u* is the bottom shear 

velocity t li/p , where T is the bottom shear stress and p is the fluid 

densit.yJ, IC is von Karman's constant of 0.4~· and a is 211/P (where Pis the 

p~ri od of the flow). 

decause larval set.tlement takes place inside the bottom boundary layer, it is 

instructive to briefly review relevant characteristics of boundary layers that 

•na,y fonot over soft sediments under simple, steady-flow conditions (see also the 

recent discussion by J~well and Jumars, 1984). Velocity profiles which may occur 

at tht! stuqy site then are calculated (see PROFILE CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS), 

based on ooth field data and assumptions about profile characteristics • The 

followin:;~ discussion is·s~newhat idealized, for the sake of posing logical 

predictions concerning tht! role of hydrodynamical processes in larval 

settle~olt!nt; fur this modest goal, the idealization does not significantly affect 

tne outco111e of this studj. For recent reviews of the state-of-the-art in 

l:levt)hYSical ooundory-layer flows, see Nowell (1983) and Grant and Madsen (1986). 
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General characteristics of boundary layers 

This discussion considers steady, uniform flow over a bottom which is uniform 

over large horizontal distances, relative to the height off the bed. In theory, 

the bottom boundary layer may be laminar or turbulent, depending on the 

relative importance of viscous versus inertial forces in the flow, as 

characterized by the flow Reynolds number, Ref = LU/v (where L = the 

cha racte ri sti c length sea 1 e for the flow, U = the cha racte ri sti c refe renee 

velocity of the flow, and v = the kinematic viscosity of the fluid). Laminar 

boundary layers occur at low Ref where turbulent fluctuations are relatively 

unimportant. Laminar boundary layers have pronounced stream-wise stabfl ity; any 

disturbance to the layer will be quickly dissipated by viscosity downstream, 

restoring the profile to the predisturbance case. Thus, only horizontal 

velocities are present in laminar boundary laye_rs in steady, unifonn flows. 

Turbulent boundary layers occur at high Ref. Here, velocities have both a mean 

and a fluctuating component; fluctuations are due to turbulent eddies, which can 

have velocity components in all directions. Transfer of mass and momentum within 

the layer occurs due to products of coherent velocity fluctuations associated 

with these eddies. Near the bottom, the energetic eddies scale with height above 

the bed. The turbulence is produced by the product of vertical shear and 

Reynolds stress due to the presence of the boundary. 

The Ref is a good predictor of laminar or turbulent boundary layers for 

flows over smooth flat plates, but other factors are important to this 

prediction"in ocean flows traveling over sediments or bumpy seabeds. Turbulence 

may be generated in the flow by a source away from the bed (e.g., wave breaking) 

or turbulence may be "tripped" at the seabed by a relatively large flow 

disturbance on the bottom. For turbulent flows, the roughness Reynolds number, 

Re* = u*kb/v (where kb = the tlYdrodynamic bed roughness scale), is a 

better predictor of bottom boundary layer characteristics. However, turbulence 

is such a pervasive feature of ocean flows that even if local Re* are in the 
laminar range, the flows often are turbulent (see Yaglom, 1979). In essence, 

laminar boundary layers are rare in the ocean. 

Turbulent boundary layers 

Turbulent flows are classified as smooth, rough, or trans iti ona 1 (e.g., see 

Schlichting, 1979), depending on Re* of the flow. In the immediate vicinity 

of the boundary, viscous forces dominate the flow. A pronounced viscous sublayer 

(see Fig. 5) may develop in the case of flow over hydrodynamically smooth 

bottoms (e.g., see Eckelmann, 1974) occurring at relatively low Re*. The 

viscous sublayer has characteristics of laminar boundary layers. Over 

tlYdrodynamically rough bottoms, viscosity still acts at the boundary, but no 
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distinct well-behaved sublayer fonns c~arable to the smooth case and eddies 

may penetrate to within tenths of millimeters of the bed; thus, in 

rough-turbulent flow the velocity structure close to the bed is ccmpl icated 

(e.g., see Yaglom, 1979) and not well-known. For intennediate Re*, 
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transitional flow occurs, with characteristics intennediate between smooth- and 

rough-turbulent. For pipes, flows are shown to be smooth-turbulent for Re* < 5 

and rough-turbulent for Re* > 70 (see Schlichting, 1979); for q>en-channel or 

geophysical flows, these values may be more like 3.5 and 100, respectively 

(e.g., see review of Nowell and Jumars, 1984). 

Based on empirical studies and scaling arguments (see Clauser, 1956), 

turbulent boundary layers in the laboratory can be divided into three regions 

(refer to Fig. 5). Adjacent to the boundary, in the viscous sublayer (for 

smooth-turbulent flows), velocity varies linearly with distance from the 

boundary according to u/u* = u.zlv, the scaling parameters for this flow 

region. The outer region of flow is called the log-deficit layer because the 

deficit velocity, (u-U)/u., is logarithnically related to z/6. Between these 

two layers (and overlapping with t~ lower portion of the log-deficit layer) is 

the log layer, a~ feature of steaqy, unifonn flows. The velocity profile 

in the log layer is described by: 

.!!...=.!lnz +B (1) 
U* K Kb 
(where B = the empirically defined constant of integration). The velocity scale 

of eddies (i.e., the root-mean-square of the velocity fluctuations) in the log 

layer is about 10 percent of the free-stream velocity, U (see Hinze, 1975). For 

smooth-turbulent flows, the shape of the velocity profile in the log layer 

depends on u* and v. For fully rough-turbulent flows, the velocity profile 

depends on u •• v and bed geometry. From empirical studies of smooth-turbulent 
pipe flows (see Schlichting, 1979), the lower limit of the log layer is 

approximated by 11.6v/u* and the upper limit of the viscous sublayer by 

5.Uv/u.. Between these heights, there fs a complicated wake layer that cannot 
be described simply. In channel flows and geophysical boundary layers, the wake 

region may be larger (see reviews of Nowell, 1983; Grant and Madsen, 1986). 

Ocean bottom boundary layers 

Typical oceanic bottom boundary layers vary between smooth-turbulent and 

fully rough-turbulent. For example, the detailed velocity profiles measured in 

a laboratory flume by Grant et al. (1982) over an area of unifonn intertidal 

sands taken from Barnstable Harbor, Massac~usetts, typified a classical 

smooth-turbulent boundary layer. Other examples include the profiles measured 

in the laboratory fl110e studies of Nowell and Church (1979), Nowell et al. (1981), 
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lckman et al. 11981), Eckman (1983) and see also the review of Jumars and Nowell 

!1!.b41. ln the ocean, smooth-turbulent profiles were measured by Chriss and 

Calawell (1982), transitional by Grant et al. (1985), and rough-turbulent 

11rofiles by !.ross ana Nowell (1983), Grant et al. (1984); many other examples 

exist. Note that, at a given study site, a flow can be smooth-turbulent under 

one flow condition ana rough~turbulent under another condition, for example, due 

to chan!les in z
0 

(a parameterization of the bed roughness length scale, kb) 

or in other sediment properties caused by bioturbation, sediment transport or 

beafon•• aevelOIJf•ltmt (set! <.rant and f.1adsen, 1979, 1982). 

PRuFILl CALCULATIONS ANU RESULTS 

Profiles of current speed within the lo9 layer at a site can be calculated, 

!liven the following assumptions. (1) There is quasi-steaqy, unifonn, neutrally 

stre:ttified t'low over the bed. (2) The bed is unifonn over large horizontal 

aistan~es, relative to the height above the bed of the calculated velocities. 

l~l uottom roughness is small, compared to the boundary-layer thickness. In 

aaa.ition, infonnation must be available on velocities occurring at some hefght 

ab~Jv~ the beu within the log layer and on bottom roughness characteristics. 

These assumptions 1Jeriodically are met at Station 35; for example, during flood 
or ebb tic.ie when near-bed flows are only tidally driven and there are no 

can!Jl ications from wind-driven circulation, density-driven ci rcul at ion or 

surfu~e waves. Thus, the profiles calculated here accurately represent near

bee flow conditions only a certain percentage of the time. The rest of the 

time, the velocity !Jrofiles resulting from unsteaqy or non-unifonn flows are 

imposea on the steady-flow case (e.y., the log layer profile), so composite. 

prot'i les of flows that would be measured over the bed are difficult to predict 

tfor a aiscussion of these features, see Grant and Madsen, 1986). Some of these 

COhlfJlicatea bounaa~-layer flows have been modeled (e.g., Smith and McLean, 

1977; brant and Madsen, 1979, 1982), but such calculations are not necessar,y for 

the fi rst-oroer approach of this paper (see GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF BOUNDARY

LAYER FLUWS ••• ) • 

Smooth-turbulent profiles 

Sruooth-turbt.lent velocity profiles were calculated for eve~day flow 

conditions at the study site. Smooth-turbulent profiles were indicated by the 

estiruiltea ranye in ke* !See Table 1) for the range of measured near-bed flows 

!Fi!j. 41, by the observed seabed roughness and because of the prelimina~ 

results of detailed velocity measurements near the bed, made by Dr. William D. 
Grant Od1ui1. <.urrent speed and direction were measured over a 6-hr period, 

durin!! non-ston11 conaitions at Station 35 in October 1982, using four vertically 
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TABLE 1 

Parameter values for velocity profiles shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 8. 

u50 
a u co zo Re*c (0.1)(o) 

* (em/sec l (em/sec) (x 

Smooth-Turbulent 
A. 15.3 0.60 1.53 
B. 9.8 0.40 1.66 
c. 4.6 0.20 1.89 

D. 15.3 
Rout-Turbulent 
0.9 4.14 

E. 15.3 0.82 2.90 

au50 = u at z = 50 em. 
bFor z = 50 em. 

10-3) ( -3 cmx10 l 

1.8 1.2 165 
2.8 0.8 111 
5.6 0.3 55 

100 294 270 
3) 74 226 

CFor smooth-turbulent flow, kb 200 ~m and for rough-turbulent flow, 
kb = (30) (z0 ). 

(em) 

stacked acoustic-time-travel current meters (described in Grant et al., 1984) 
mounted at distances of approximately 30-, 50-. 100- and 200-<:m· above the bed. 
From these dh-ect flow measurements, if the velocity profi 1 e is 1 ogari thmi c, it 
is possible to estimate u* from equation (1) using the profile technique 
(Grant et al., 1984), since u*/K is given by the slope of the velocity 
profile. Thus, it is possible to calculate Re* to determine if flows are 
smooth-turbulent, rough-turbulent, or transitional. The preliminary results 
indicate that, during non-storm conditions, the flow is smooth-turbulent to 
transitional (W.O. Grant, personal communication). 

For smooth-turbulent laboratory pipe flows, empirical results show that the 
general log-layer equation given in (1) has the specific form of: 

u 1 z u* 
- =- ln -- + 5.5 u* K v 

(see Schlichting, 1979); note that the constant differs slightly for channel 
flows and geophysical flows. To calculate a profile from this relationship 
requires estimates of v, u(z) measured inside the log layer, and u*; also, 
some iteration is necessary. For all calculations, v = 0.01 cm2/sec was used. 

(2) 

To choose u(z) requires an estimate of the thickness of the log layer. This 
thickness can be approximated by (0.10)(6) (Clauser, 1956; Grant and Madsen, 
1986), where o =the boundary-layer thickness. For a tidal flow, 6 = KU*'a, 
where a = the tidal frequency (211/P, where P is the tidal period of - 12 hr, in 
this case). For log-layer thicknesses estimated here (see Table 1), velocities 
measured at 0.5-m above the bed will always be in the log layer; for slower 
flows at the site, measurements at z = 1.0 m may be above the log layer. To be 
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conservative, u5u (i.e., u at z =50 em) was used in calculations here. The 

<Jifierem:e in mean velocities measured at z = 0.5 m and z = 1.0 m was 

consistently between 1 and 2 em/sec (B. Butman. personal communication), and 

1:11us, for z = :>u 1:111, the ran~e of velocities (4.6 to 15.3 em/sec, see Table 1) 

used to calculate profiles here seems reasonable based on the flow measurements 

cit z. = l.u shown in Fig. 4. 

The choice of Yalues .. for u* needed to calculate smooth-turbulent profiles 

wc1s ~:onstrc1ined oy the requirement that c0 , the bottom drag coefficient 

( y-c-l) = u*;u 50 ), u1ust be about lxlU-3 to 2xl0-3 (typical values measured 

for s1uooth-tur1Julent flows). Soule iteration was required to obtain the values 
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Fi~. ti. Smooth-turbulent velocity profiles on a semi-log plot, calculated for a 
rdn~e of near-bottom flow speeds measured at Station 35. Parameter values are 
listed in Table 1. The log layer is the straight-line portion of each curve. 
delow this, the dashed curves indicate approximately the region of the wake 
layer, where velocities are difficult to estimate (see GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF 
duu1~1JAt< Y -LA Yt:K fLUw!:i ••• l. 
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1 i s ~e d in Tab 1 e 1. 

To d~t~rmine ~e. for the profiles, kb = 200 ~m was used for the smooth

turbu1~nt case (see Table 1). This value was chosen because, while sediments at 

the study site are primarily sands (250-500 ~. see STUDY SITE AND FLOW 

i•lt.A;:,uo<t:J•Jt.r4T;:,J, surface sediments are heavily pelletized by the dominant infaunal 

o~anism, J4ediomastus ambiseta (a small polychaete wonn). This organism occurs 

in aouJHJances of Uj) to 2x105 per square meter (Sanders et al •• 1980); it feeds 

below the sediment surface and deposits discrete cylindrical fecal pellets 

(- ~u ~m x 2uu ~mJ on the sediment surface. Note, however, that kb as large 

as HJU ~m still would result in Re. < 5.0 for even the largest value of u. 

listed in Table 1 for smooth-turbulent flows. 

S111ooth-turbulent velocity profiles are shown in Fig. 6 for z between 0.001 

and 10 em. Also shown by a horizontal dashed line on the figure, fs the 

at-~j)roxima~ size (300 ~ml of a settling polychaete larva; however, in temperate 

latitudes, settling larvae can vary in size by approximately an order-of

IRd::Jnituue (from 1UO to 1000 ~m). delow this height, a 300 ~m larva would not 

have room to maneuver in a flow by horizontal swimming. It would be sitting on 

tne bottom or crawlin!:l alon!:l the bed and, at most, the flows would cause it to 

roll. For a more detailed look at velocities very near the bed (i.e., at 
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Fiy. 7. S1110oth-turbulent velocity profiles in the viscous sublayer on a 
semi-log plot, calculated for a range of near-bottom flow speeds measured at 
S"ta"ti on 35. Parameter values are 1 i sted in Tab 1 e 1. 

1.3 
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distances relevant to settling larvae), the same smooth-turbulent profiles (see 
Taol~ 1) are plott~d for z between 0.001 and 0.2 em in Fig. 7. In addition to 
the approximate size of settling larvae (horizontal dashed line), the maximum 
1n~dSI.Irt!d swim speed of a polychaete larva (from the review of Chia et al., 1984) 
is shown as a vertical dashed line on the figure. Flow speeds to the right of 
this line would advect larvae; larvae may effectively maneuver by horizontal 

swimming in flows to the -left of this line. Thus. larvae would be expected to 
effectfv~ly maneuver by horizontal swinming only for flows occurring in the 
upper left-hand quadrant of the figure. 

The results indicate ·that larvae can horizontally swim only fn the slowest 
profile plotted isee C in Fig. 7) and only to a height of about 0.1-cm above the 
beu. Aoove this height in profile C and for velocities at z > 300 ~min 
profiles A and ~. larvae essentially would be advected by the flow. The 
velocities plotted in Fig. 7 all lie within the viscous sublayer (see Fig. 6), 
and thus, mean flow components occur only in the stream-wise (horizontal) 
Ji~ction. while they are being advected horizontally, larvae could still swim 
vertically to heights of at least O.l-cm above the bed and fa~e no opposed 
velocity. riuwever, even in smooth-turbulent flows, the viscous sublayer 
periodically is subject to turbulent e~dy penetration so vertical velocities, 
of-th~-oruer (IJ.l)(Ul. could be present from time-to-time. 

Kou~h-turbulent profiles 
In dUJition to the smooth-turbulent case for everyday flows, it is possible 

to construct rough-turbulent profiles at the site for conditions following a 
hldJOr ston.1 with sufficient bottom stress to move sediments. It is observed at 
the site that storm winds oriented down the long axis of the bay (see Fig. 1) 
~~nerdte sufficient bottom stress to cause ripples to form on the seabed. After 
the storm, the ripples persist until they are obliterated by benthic biological 
processes. ~ecause ripples set a much larger bottom roughness scale than grain 

roughness or fecal pellet roughness, rough-turbulent flows can result for the 
Sdlll~ ran~~ of everyday forcing conditions that produced smooth-turbulent 

profiles for the non-rippled bed. 
Two rou~h-turbulent profiles were calculated here (see Table 1), using 

u5u = 15.3 em/sec and two different ripple heights, h, of 0.5 and 0.15 em. In 
001:;11 cases, a ripple steepness (h/1, where 1 =the distance between ripple 
crests) of u.2 was used. This corresponds to the maximum ripple steepness 
ooserved under waves (see Grant and Madsen, 1982). For a rippled bed, the 
bottom roughness parameter, z

0
, can be estimated by z

0 
= h (h/1 l (Gra~t et 

al., 1984), so z
0 

= 0.1 em and 0.03 em for the 0.5-cm and 0.15-cm tall ripples, 
respectively. 
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For rough-turbulent flow, empirical results show that the general log-layer 

~4Udtion ~iven in (1) has the form: 

.!!..... =.!. ln .L (3) 
e.; U* 1C z0 

A~ain, u. can be calculated once z
0 

and a reference value for u(z) are 

Known. For the sa111e u(z) used in the smooth-turbulent case, c0 is expected to 
· ue higher for rough-turbulent flows, i.e., c0 > 2xlo-3 (see Table 1). 

The two rough-turbulent profiles are plotted, along with a smooth-turbulent 
~r~file, for the same u50 , in Fig. 8. The slopes of the curves for the log 
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tly. 8. Two rou~h-turbulent velocity profiles and a smooth-turbulent profile, 
all haviny the same usu. but different values of u• and z0 (see Table 1). 
A log layer is known to accurately describe a rough-turbulent profile at 
distdnces > (1UU)(z0) from the bed, and is a reasonable predictor for distances 
oetween (lu){z0 ) and (lOO)(z ). Thus, on the figure, the rough-turbulent 
~rofile curves are dashed beYow (10)(z0 ), indicating that velocities in this 
r~::~ion may be described by some other wake function. The dashed portion of the 
smooth-turbulent profile represents the wake layer (see Fig. 6). 
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layer are sro1<1ller in the rough-turbulent cases, than in the smooth-turbulent 

ca~t:. Thus, at d !:liven hei!lht above the bed (below z = 50 em), velocities are 

lower in the rough-turbulent flows. This simply reflects the fact that, in 

rou!:lh-turbulent flows, eddies close to the bed are mixing low-momentum fluid 

near the beo with higher-momentum fluid away from the bed so that near-bed mean 

velo~ities are lower, relative to the smooth-turbulent case. 

The rough-turbulent profiles intercept the ordinate at z
0 

and, in these 

cases, z0 is yreater than or equal to the appn>ximate size of settling larvae 

\see Fi!:l. ij). Thus, it appears that in rough-turbulent flows larvae may have a 

lot of vertical distance to maneuver by horizontal swimming before flow speeds 

reil\:h a v<~lue that the on~anisms cannot swim against. However, it is important 

to realize that z
0 

is a roughness parameter, reflecting where the flow 

dtec~i vely yoes to zero. The boundary 1 ayer actually can attach anywhere 

oetween the trough ana the crest of the ripples; in fact, internal boundary 

la,yers with aifferent profile characteristics form in this complicated flow 

re!:lion close to the seabed (see caption to Fiy. 8). Depending on where the 

larvu is situated relative to the roughness elements, the animal could 

experience rela~i vely high or low velocities. For example, very low flows 

yenerally woula be expected in the lee of a ripple crest in a steady flow, but 

euuies also can be shea from these crests. 

l:.ven thou!:lh, for a yi ven z, mean horizontal velocities are lower in the 

rou!:lh-turbulent flows than in the smooth-turbulent flow plotted in Fig. 8, 

euuies re!:luldrly reado to within tenths of millimeters of the seabed in 

rouyh-turbulent flows (see LENERAL DESCRIPTION OF BOUNDARY-LAYER FLOWS .•• ). As 

..,reviuusly hltmtioned, the JIIOst enen~etic eddies in the flow have velocities of . .., 

about lu percent of the free-stream velocity, U. For example, if U was 

lb.~ crol/sec (at z = bU cro1) for the flows in Fill· 8, then· eddy velocities are a 

maxir.1un1 of 1.5 em/sec at this level above the bed, easily exceeding values 

re4uired to prohibit effective swimming by a larva in~ direction (see 

Fiy. bl; eddy velocities closer to the bed are smaller and less energetic. 

In sur.rnary, unaer most flow conditions analyzed here, horizontal flow speeds 

exceea maximum larval swim speeas even to within one body diameter of the 

o~anisru from the seabea. If larvae actively maneuver in a flow, then vertical 

swimminy to yet into higher or lower horizontal flows seems most likely. These 

kinas or behaviors often have been proposed for planktonic organisms in the 

water column, for example, to account for vertical migrations of copepods (see 

reviews by Lonyhurst, 1976; Pearre, 197S; and also the recent collection of 

papers in An!:lel and O'llrien, 1S&4). Mileikovslo' ( 1973) also proposed that 

"loi !:IIi" venical swim SIJeeds of soft-sediment inverteb.rate 1 arvae may account for 

their retention in near-shore and estuarine waters; retention of, especially, 

'·' i 
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crustacean and bivalve larvae in estuaries by active vertical movements of the 

or~anisuas has a bur~eonin~ literatu~ (e.!J., see symposium on this subject in 

Kennedj, 19d2). However, l)revious to the present study, the relative 

effectiveness of horizontal versus vertical swiflloting for organisms in flows very 

close to the seabed has never been investigated quantitatively • 

. Uther calc~lations 

As with other a-~articles, 1 arvae have mass so they always are sinking through 

tne water at a speed specific to their size, shape and density. Fall velocities 

of anesthetized polychaete larvae were measured directly by the author (see 

Hannan l9H4a, b) and span about an order-of-magnitude, from 0.01 to 0.3 em/sec, 
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r1~. 9. Kelationship between fall velocity and size for polychaete larvae 
tested in the study of Hannan (1984a·, b). The length of the organisms, after 
tney we~ anesthetized, is plotted against their measured fall velocity. Fall 
velocities were measured in two different settling chambers for two different 
~roul)s of larvae, indicated by the closed versus the open symbols. The 
different syutbols rel)resent different anesthetizing treatments, but there were 
no si~nificant differences in fall velocity that could be attributed to 
treatutent (see Hannan, 1984b). The crosses represent mean fall velocity (i: SO) 
anti utean len~th (*SU) for the two ~roups of organisms tested. Details of the 
1nethods are yi ven in Hannan ( 1984bl. 
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rou~hly increasing with increasing body size (Fig. 9). It is interesting that 

~his ran:;~~ overla~s the rang~ of measured swim speeds for polychaete larvae 

• (u.u5 to u.52 em/sec, see review of Chia et al., 1984). Thus, even when larvae 

ar~ swi.;J,Iin::~ v~rtically it is possible that they are capable only of standing 

still! 

The ~revious analyses have focused on how very near-bottom flow velocities 

may limit or allow acti.ve larval movements near the bed. It also is fruitful to 

luoK at the other extreme. Assumin~ that larvae only sink toward the bed like 

passive particles (see Hannan, 1984a, b), I have calculated the horizontal 

uistance they woula oe carried by specific flows before reaching the bottom, 

given various starting heights above the bed (see Fig. 10). These results are 

useful, for examv le, in predicting distances between habitats where 1 arvae would 

oe aole to test the substrate. Once deposited, if larvae are carried to a 

certain distance aoove the bed (i.e., by resuspension or by vertical swinming), 

then !)rofile charac~ristics detennine the horizontal advection distance (i.e., 

wuerc tne next test location would be) from that height. For the flows 
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considered, larvae may be carried from tenths of millimeters to meters, for 

stilrtino~ hi!i~nts up to 3 em (or about lUO body diameters of a 300 11m larva) 

aoove the bed. If this were the mechanism of habitat selection by larvae, then 

tnt!se Sj)dtial scales atlply. 

LJi;:,UJ:>~IlJN ANU CONCLUSIONS 

dioloyists nave ooserved and quantified swimming in planktonic organisms for 

ovu half a century (see review of Chia et al., 1984). with the exception of 

vercical rlliyrations, it is usually assumed that the organisms have little 

control of their position in the water column through swimming, since horizontal 

flow speeds yreatly exceed their swim speeds (Mileikovsky, 1973). In fact, 

technically this distinquishes between plankton, "the drifters", and nekton, 

"tnt! swiu•,k!rs" (see tiardy, 1965). Likewise, larval dispersal in the plankton 

usually is assumed to be PhYsically controlled (e.g., see Scheltema, 1971; 

duicuurt, 19ij2; Levin, 1983). However, until recently, settlement of larvae 

onto the seabed was assumed to be biologically controlled, through active 

naoitat selection bi the animals (see reviews cited in INTRODUCTIOI~). An 

undcrlyin~ assumption to this tenet is that the organisms can exert some control 

ovi!r their j)Osition close to the seabed, in order to select habitats. The 

precise mechanisms involved (e.g., horizontal or vertical swimming, hopping or 

cNwlino~l have never been clear, but for an organism to choose a habitat, it 

seems necessary for the animal to be able to peruse the avail able sites (but see 

also the "threshold stimulus" hypothesis of Uoyle, 1975, 1976). 

It seems reasonable to expect that there will be some limiting height above 

tnt! seaoea, below which flow speeds would be low enough to allow organisms to 

111aneuver effectively. Tnis follows from the "no-slip condition" in fluid 

dynduri~:s; flow speed must yo to zero at the boundary. The rate at which 

velocity decreases with distance from the bed (i.e., the shape of the velocity 

j)Nfilel deten.rines this "limitin!;l maneuveriny height". If larvae are choosing 

naoitats by swimmin!l around near the bed, it should be possible to constrain the 

liu1itin::1 1oaneuveriny hei!lht, for a given mean-stream flow. This was a goal of 

tne j)resent studj. 

Tne smollth-turbulent velocity profiles constructed here for everyday flow 

conditions at Station 35 in Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts (see Fig. 1) indicate 

that only tl~ slowest flow modeled (profile C in Figs. 6 and 7) would permit 

effective horizontal swimming by larvae near the bed. In this case, the 

· linrititl::l 111aneuveriny heiyht is about U.l em (or about three body diameters of a 

3Uu-~~m larva), for a maximum swim speed of 0.5 em/sec. This flow profile was 

constructed for a measured flow speed of 4.6 em/sec at z = 50 em. During five 

'< larvae ex.,eriments in the summer and early fall of 1982, flows < 6.0 em/sec at 
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z = llJu Chi occurred from 24.4 to 56.8 (mean = 43.2) percent of the time (see 

Fi~. 4J. lh~st:: ar~ the flows for which larvae would be expected to effectively 

roianeuver, dt least to heights of 0.1-cm above the bed, because flows measured at 

z = luu Chi wt::re 1 to 2 Chi/sec faster than those measured at z = 50 em (B. 

butman, 1Jt::rsona 1 cor.r,JUni cation). 

lhese r~sul ts su~yest that duriny about 4U percent of the tidal cycle at 

this site, it is physically realistic for 1 arvae to swim around near the bed, 

t::Jo.~Jloriny available habitats for settlement. However, for about half of these 

tlows !those oetween 4 ana 6 em/sec, see Fig. 4), larval maneuvering would be 

con tinea to aistances of only U.1-cm (or three body diameters of a 300-~m 1 arva) 

aoove the bea. Ubviously, the larger the settling larva, the smaller the 

maneuverin\1 hei!;,ht. As mentionea earlier (see PIWFILE CALCULATIONS AND 

kl~ULT~). ldrvae would encounter no opposed velocity if they swam vertically to 

ht::i!;,hts of dtHJut U.25 em above the bed, within the viscous sublayer, in all of 

the s~o~ooth-turbulent profiles plotted (see Fig. 6). However, turbulent eddies, 

with veludtie~ on-the-oraer-of 1 em/sec or less and with components in all 

ui rections, dre ex~Jected above the sub layer and periodically even inside the 

~uoloyer, toiakin!l larval maneuverin\1 in~ direction difficult. 

Kou!lh-turbulent flows dre ex!Jected, ~priori, to have relatively lower mean 

velot..iti~s close to the bed than smooth-turbulent flows with the same mean

stream velocity, due to turbulent mixiny near the bed. This was demonstrated in 

t11t:: t;dSt::s loiUUt::leo here (see Fi!j. tl). The advantages incurred by lower mean 

vt::locities nedr the bed may not outweigh the disadvantages of increased eddy 

!Jenetrdtion to ~~itl1in 1 drval-body dialllt!ters of the bed, however, since 1 arvae 

wuulo constantl;y ex1Jerience fluctudtiny eddy velocities in all flow directions. 

lm-the-other-hana, larvde 1a1ay find some refuye in the microtopography in 

slow-flow rt::!jions behind flow obstacles (e.y., see Eckman 1979, 1983). 

The l'rofi les calculated here are for 4uasi -steady (i.e., current) boundary 

layers, without consideration of possible effects of surface waves. Although 

wave-\len~rdted velocities ao not reach the bottom at the study site discussed 

llere, wave effects on the bed are prevalent in many common coastal habitats 

wnere larvae settle. Where wave effects extend to the seabed, wave boundary 

layers can fond, in addition to current boundary layers. The combined effects 

of wave ano current boundary layers on near-bed velocity profiles and sediment 

transport dre aiscussed in Grant and Madsen (1979, 1982). In general, wave 

oounoary layers are thinner than current boundary layers and higher stresses 

occur closer to the seabed in the wave boundary 1 ayer. These higher near-bed 

velocities have obvious im!Jlications to larval settlement. 

A conclusion of this study is that, at least at the study site modeled, 

larVde l'robably do nut sean;h tor preferrea habitats by active horizontal 
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swimming near the bed, since the bulk of the flgws modeled would not permit such 

searches even for maximum measured larval swim speeds. The larvae may swim 

vertically in smooth-turbulent flows, going down to test the substrate and up to 

'• be advected to another site downstream. It is curious that measured swim speeds 

and fall velocities of polychaete larvae are the same order-of-magnitude, 

suggesting that larvae may only be able to maintain position in the water column 

whne swimming up; measurements of swim speeds and fall velocities for the same 

individual are required to test this hypothesis. 

An estimate was made here of advection distances between substrate tests by 

a larva that used, for example, the "balloonist technique" (coined by P.A. 

Jumars, personal conmunication) where an organism swims or is 1 ifted up off the 

bottom, is advected with the flow and then passively sinks to a new site 

downstream. Using this technique, larvae could test substrates separated by 

scales of millimeters to meters, depending on their starting height above the 

bed (see Fig. 10). 

This first attempt to determine near-bed flow velocities relative to aspects 

of larval settlement biology has suggested sane realistic flow-regime dependent 

settlement mechanisms meriting further stuey. The calculations were necessarily 

idealized, in same cases, but the idealizations do not significantly affect the 
outcome of the stuey. The modeled field profiles represent first-order-type 

solutions for the purposes of hypothesis development; direct measurements are 

needed to test the ideas presented here. The analyses suggest macy important 

areas for future research on larval biology (i.e., quantifying swim speeds and 

directions, fall velocities, and excursion heights above till! bed during 

searches) and on larval ecology during settlement (i.e., quantifying habitat 

selection for a realistic range of field flows modeled in a laboratory flume). 
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